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INTRODUCTION

Multiple myeloma is an incurable malignant dis-

ease of clonal plasma cells which accumulate 

in the bone marrow causing clinical signs and 

symptoms related to the displacement of nor-

mal hematopoiesis, formation of osteolytic bone 

lesions, and production of monoclonal protein 

[1]. Multiple myeloma cells harbour a high 

median number of chromosomal aberrations 

[2, 3] and multiple changes in gene expression 

compared to normal bone marrow plasma cells 

[4-9]. This molecular heterogeneity is thought 

to transmit into very different survival times 

ranging from a few month to 15 or more years 

[10], with a median survival after conventional 

treatments of 3–4 years and 5–9 years after high-

dose treatment (HDT) followed by autologous 

stem-cell transplantation (ASCT) [11]. Within 

this time, almost all myeloma patients relapse, 

necessitating a careful planning of subsequent 

treatment regimen, and an appropriate selec-

tion of compounds to be used.

Why should risk stratification be performed 

in multiple myeloma? The main reason for risk 

stratification is the high variability in survival 

of therapy requiring myeloma patients as stated 

above. It is of very high importance for patients 

and treating physicians to have an appropriated 

estimation of the expected survival time, with 

regards to the patients life planning and will-

ingness to undergo risk-prone treatments, e.g. 

allogeneic stem cell transplantation. Two main 

approaches are currently used for risk stratifi-

cation: i) easily assessable clinical prognostic 

factors (e.g. B2M, ISS-stage) [12, 13, 14] and ii) 

molecular diagnostics, using a) chromosomal 

aberrations as assessed by interphase fluores-

cence in situ hybridization (iFISH) [15-19], and 

b) changes in gene expression investigated by 

DNA-microarrays [7, 20-23] (Table 1).

Why should molecular diagnostics be per-

formed in multiple myeloma? The two main 

clinical reasons are to obtain a better risk assess-

ment (as detailed above) and an eventual help in 

choosing appropriate compounds or treatment 

regimen for a given patient. Whereas clinical 

prognostic factors like B2M or ISS allow a cer-

tain amount of risk stratification, they do not, 

i) cover the variation in survival, ii) identify 

(very) high risk patients, or iii) allow identifica-

tion of patients that might benefit from a given 

treatment (personalisation of treatment) [12]. 

The latter is even more important, as not all 

patients harbour targets for current treatment, 

but cannot be treated with all available com-

pounds due to side effects but also the expen-

siveness of novel treatments.

SUMMARY
Multiple myeloma patients’ survival under treatment varies from a few months to more than 15 years. 
Clinical prognostic factors, especially beta2-microglobulin (B2M) and the international staging system 
(ISS), allow risk assessment to a certain extent, but do not identify patients at very high risk. As malignant 
plasma cells are characterized by a variety of chromosomal aberrations and changes in gene expression, 
a molecular characterization of CD138-purified myeloma cells by interphase fluorescence in situ hybridi-
zation (iFISH) and gene expression profiling (GEP) can be used for improved risk assessment. iFISH allows 
a risk stratification with presence of a translocation t(4;14) and/or deletion of 17p13 being the best doc-
umented adverse prognostic factors. A deletion of 13q14 is no longer considered to define adverse risk. 
Patients harbouring a t(4;14) seems to benefit from a bortezomib- or lenalidomide containing regimen, 
whereas patients with deletion 17p13 seem only to benefit from a high dose therapy approach using 
long term bortezomib (in induction and maintenance) and autologous tandem-transplantation as used 
in the GMMG-HD4 trial, or the total therapy 3 concept. Gene expression profiling allows the assessment 
of high risk scores (IFM, UAMS), remaining prognostic despite treatment with novel agents, and prog-
nostic surrogates of biological factors (e.g. proliferation) and (prognostic) target gene expression (e.g. 
Aurora-kinase A). Thus, assessment of B2M and ISS-stage, iFISH, and GEP is considered extended rou-
tine diagnostics in therapy requiring multiple myeloma patients for risk assessment and, even now, to 
a certain extent selection of treatment.
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The concept of tailored treatment is based on the assump-

tion that not malignant plasma cells of all patients harbour 

the target for current compounds, exemplified by a remis-

sion [24] induced by single agent lenalidomide or borte-

zomib in about one third of patients [25, 26, 27]. Using 

a respective compound only if the “target” or a respec-

tive surrogate marker is expressed would spare the patient 

the unnecessary toxicity (and expenses). A third concept 

combines a highly effective treatment backbone (e.g. lena-

lidomide, bortezomib, adriamycin, and dexamethasone 

(RPAD) with compounds targeting only a subfraction of 

myeloma cells, e.g. inhibitors of Aurora-kinase A or insu-

lin-like growth factor 1 receptor [4, 28, 29].

PROGNOSTIC FACTORS

Conventional prognostic factors

Several clinical adverse prognostic factors have been iden-

tified in multiple myeloma at diagnosis and before initia-

tion of treatment [30,31]. The most significant include the 

international staging system (ISS) based on serum albu-

min [12] and serum b2-microglobulin (B2M) alone [32, 

33, 34]. B2M with different cut-off values remains a prog-

Table 1. Risk stratification by conventional prognostic factors (beta2-microglobulin (B2M), the international staging system (ISS), interphase fluores-
cence in situ hybridisation (iFISH) and gene expression profiling (GEP)

Feature
Clinical 

parameters
iFISH GEP

Power of risk assessment ++ +++ ++++/+++++

Clinical consequences – risk adapted treatment + ++ +++

Clinical consequences – personalization of treatment No Limited
Theoretically very high, in practise 

currently limited (lack of compounds)

Can the initial data be easily interpreted in clinical routine? Yes Yes Yes*

Can the metadata data be easily interpreted in clinical 
routine?

Yes Yes Yes

Scope of information obtained Very limited
Limited number 

of probes
Genome wide data

Information independent of necessity of pre-selection of 
request?

n.a. No Yes

Assessment of clonal heterogeneity (e.g. subclones) 
possible?

n.a. Yes No

Number of cells needed for analysis n.a. 10000** 100000**

Cost Minimal Moderate**** Moderate****

Covered by insurance Yes Yes Not yet

* provided appropriated GEP-reporting tools are used (as GEP-R); ** theoretical number lower, typical number for clinical routine;
*** therapy requiring myeloma; **** cost of iFISH and GEP are comparable and depending on number of probes tested for iFISH

Table 2. Fluorescence in situ hybridisation, recommended probes. In our institution, the initial investigation comprises an IgH-split probe for the 
detection of any IgH-translocation. If a split is detected, subsequent testing includes t(4;14) and t(14;16).

Necessity of testing Test Event Grade of evidence (prognosis) Test frequency

Minimal required set
t(4;14)(p16;q32) Primary Validated in several trials (multivariate analysis) Once

17p13 deletion Progression Validated in several trials (multivariate analysis) May be repeated

Extended set 
(prognosis)

t(14;16)(q32;q23) Primary Controversial* Once

1q21+ Progression Validated in several trials** May be repeated

Further markers 
(prognosis)

Hyperdiploidy*** Primary
Weak prognostic impact in several trials, almost always 
favourable

Once

t(11;14)(q13;32) Primary
Weak prognostic impact in several trials, almost always 
favourable

Once

13q14 deletion -- Prognostic in univariate analysis May be repeated

-- Absence of prognostic relevance in multivariate analyis

-- Validated in several trials

* published data show prognosis for t(14;16) by iFISH for patients with conventional therapy but no prognostic significance in a large series of 1030 patients tre-
ated in part by aggressive treatment; for HDT only GEP-based assessment of t(14;16) shows prognostic sigificance;
** conflicting results for multivariate analysis depending on parameters investigated; *** e.g. using probes for chromosomes 5, 9, 15

What comprises molecular profiling in multiple mye-

loma? Molecular profiling is performed on CD138-purified 

plasma (myeloma) cells and routinely comprises iFISH and 

gene expression profiling (GEP; Table 1). It allows excel-

lent risk stratification with at least some clinical conse-

quences to be drawn (see below). Essential iFISH-probes 

comprise t(4;14) and 17p13, an extended prognostic set, 

also 1q21 and, as a matter of discussion, t(14;16)(q32;q23) 

[15, 16, 17] (Table 2). GEP of CD138-purified myeloma 

cells is most frequently performed with Affymetrix U133 

2.0 DNA-microarrays, and can now be routinely performed 

in clinical practice [4, 5, 23] (Table 1).

What can molecular diagnostics be used for in current 

treatment paradigms and concepts? As of now, two main 

treatment paradigms and three main treatment concepts 

exist in multiple myeloma. The two main paradigms are 

either to i) combine all or most available compounds in 

an attempt to achieve a molecular complete remission and 

thus eventually cure the patient, or ii) subsequently apply 

a new compound after each relapse, and thus try to treat 

myeloma as a chronic disease. The treatment concepts 

comprise: i) risk adapted strategies based on the assump-

tion that aggressive protocols are more effective (but also 

more toxic and lethal), and concomitantly the willingness 

to take a higher risk is increased if the prognosis is bad; ii) 
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nostic factor independent of addition of bortezomib (e.g. in 

comparison of TT2 vs. TT3) or lenalidomide to respective 

treatment schedules e.g. (RAD-trial, see below) [35, 36]. 

B2M and ISS have likewise been shown to be independ-

ent of prognostic chromosomal aberrations as detected by 

iFISH (especially t(4;14)(p16;q32) and deletion 17p13) and 

changes of gene expression [16, 18].

Chromosomal aberrations and prognosis

Metaphase Cyctogenetics

The presence of an abnormal karyotype in metaphase 

cytogenetics or the detection of abnormal metaphases 

are already associated with a shorter overall-survival [19, 

37], but this method requires metaphases (i.e. proliferat-

ing cells), only applicable in about one third of patients 

[19]. Thus, a large part of the prognostic values seems to 

be carried out by the proliferation state of the myeloma 

cells and can thus be covered by other measures of mye-

loma cell proliferation (see below).

iFISH can be used for almost all myeloma patients as 

well as patients with monoclonal gammopathies. It allows 

to group myeloma according to chromosomal aberrations 

into different molecular groups and subsequently investi-

gate whether different groups or the appearance of mark-

ers of disease progression correlate with different survival 

[16, 18, 19, 38]. A further advantage is that iFISH allows 

the assessment of the presence of clonal or subclonal aber-

rations. The main disadvantage of iFISH is the ability only 

to allow investigation of a limited set of pre-selected chro-

mosomal regions (as opposed to genome-wide assessment 

by array-CGH or GEP).

Several chromosomal aberrations determined by iFISH 

show a prognostic relevance. Among aberrations thought 

to be associated with pathogenesis of myeloma, (here: 

IgH-translocations) especially the translocation t(4;14) 

has shown to be of adverse prognostic value independent 

of conventional or HDT with conventional agents, either in 

univariate or multivariate analyses [15, 18, 19, 39]. Several 

aberrations associated with disease progression, i.e., dele-

tion of 17p13, gain of 1q21 or deletion of 13q14 are asso-

ciated with adverse prognosis in univariate analyses [18, 

19, 37]. Different data are published regarding independ-

ence of these latter aberrations within multivariate analyses 

especially the prognostic relevance of deletions of 13q14 

seem to be dependent on the simultaneous correlated pres-

ence of t(4;14) or deletion 17p13. Thus, a deletion of 13q14 

as a single aberration can no longer be considered to be of 

prognostic significance [16, 18].

Increasing evidence suggests that the impact of prog-

nostic factors, notably t(4;14) and deletion 17p13, are 

dependent on the treatment schedule, especially in terms 

of addition of bortezomib or lenalidomide. Barlogie et al. 

showed in a comparison of prognostic factors between 

total therapy 2 and 3, with one main difference between the 

treatment schedules being the long-term addition of bort-

ezomib in TT3, t(4;14) and deletion 17p13 to be of adverse 

prognostic impact in TT2 only [10]. Additional support 

for an independence of bortezomib activity is given by 

data obtained from the Vista-trial (bortezomib (Velcade), 

melphalan, prednisone), in which the time-to-progres-

sion and the overall survival did not show a significant dif-

ference in patients with “high risk cytogenetics” defined 

as presence or absence of either t(4;14), t(14;16) or dele-

tion 17p13p [39]. In this trial, however, only 26 patients 

showed any of these “high risk aberrations”, and no analysis 

for the individual aberrations was presented. Recent data 

from Avet-Loiseau et al. however show an independence of 

prognosis from t(4;14), but a remaining adverse impact of 

deletion 17p13 when using brotezomib containing induc-

tion treatment [40]. Recent unpublished data from our 

GMMG-HD4-trial testing VAD vs. PAD induction treat-

ment followed by tandem-HDT and ASCT and either tha-

lidomide or bortezomib maintenance showed that in the 

bortezomib containing treatment arm the adverse impact 

of deletion 17p13 was significantly reduced. Patients car-

rying a t(4;14) showed only a trend to better survival. The 

difference in the latter results compared to the French study 

is likely due to a worse outcome in the control (VAD) arm 

of the French study.

In terms of lenalidomide-treatment, deletion 17p13 

remains of adverse prognostic value within the MM-016 

trial (130 pts. investigated by iFISH) [41] or RAD (lena-

lidomide, adriamycin, dexamethasone)-treatment (in 

relapsed or refractory patients, 69 patients investigated) 

in terms of progression-free and overall survival [36,41] 

as well as a recent report from our group [42], whereas 

t(4;14) does not remain a prognostic factor. Using lenalido-

mide and dexamethasone in the E4A03 trial, patients with 

“high risk cytogenetics” (n=21/126 investigated) defined 

as presence or absence of either t(4;14), t(14;16) or dele-

tion 17p13 showed an adverse outcome compared to those 

lacking any of these aberrations.

The t(14;16)(q32;q23) as assessed by iFISH up to now 

has shown to be of adverse prognosis if conventional chem-

otherapy is applied, but failed to show prognostic impact 

in a recent large retrospective analysis in 1030 patients 

with aggressively and non-aggressively treated patients. 

For HDT alone, a prognostic value has been demonstrated 

using GEP-based assessment (spiked maf-expression) [7, 

15, 17]. Our group recently reported a worse outcome of 6 

patients treated with lenalidomide compared to those not 

carrying the aberration [42]. Basically, due to the rarity of 

the translocation, the prognostic role as a single aberra-

tion is still a matter of debate [16, 17].

The gain of 1q21 (1q21+) has also been described as 

adverse prognostic factor in multivariate analyses, being 

associated with disease progression. In our own studies, it 

initially appeared as prognostically significant in univariate 

but not multivariate analysis including several other chro-

mosomal aberrations by iFISH [16, 37]. A recent analysis 

of patients treated within the GMMG-HD4 trial, however, 

showed a prognostic relevance of greater than three copies 

of 1q21 maintained in a multivariate analysis.

Other aberrations including hyperdiploidy, defined by 

additional copies of two of the three chromosome regions 
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5p/5q, 9q34, and 15q22, or the t(11;14) seem to be of only 

weak prognostic impact [16, 18, 19].

iFISH, risk and personalized treatment

For VAD-based HDT regimen, t(4;14), deletion of 17p13 

are the best documented cytogenetic risk factors, being 

independent of conventional factors like B2M and ISS-

stage and thus carry orthogonal information. Gains of 1q21 

are probably associated with high risk, whereas the impact 

of t(14;16) remains controversial.

Taken all together, patients harbouring a t(4;14) seem 

to benefit from a bortezomib- or lenalidomide containing 

regimen, whereas patients with deletion 17p13 seem only 

to benefit from a HDT approach using long-term bort-

ezomib (in induction and maintenance) and autologous 

tandem-transplantation as used in the GMMG-HD4 trial, 

or the TT3 concept.

Array Comparative Genomic Hybridization

Array based comparative genomic hybridization (aCGH) 

is a complementary analysis to iFISH as it allows the 

assessment of copy number changes at millions of chro-

mosomal sites (e.g. Affymetrix 2.7M arrays – 2.7 million 

sites). aCGH allows delineation of different pathogenetic 

and prognostic groups [43,44]. aCGH, however, does not 

allow the determination of subclonal aberrations or bal-

anced translocations.

Gene expression profiling and prognosis

GEP is performed on CD138+ purified myeloma cells. It 

has the advantage that expression of (almost) all genes can 

be assessed simultaneously without the need of a pre-selec-

tion of interesting genes or regions, if iFISH is applied. GEP 

(e.g. using Affymetrix U133 2.0 arrays) can now be used 

in clinical routine in approximately 80% of therapy requir-

ing myeloma patients. GEP, however, does not allow the 

assessment of tumour clone heterogeneity.

Risk stratification by gene expression profiling is applied 

using four different strategies: i) grouping multiple mye-

loma into “molecular groups” (entities) subsequently inves-

tigating differences in survival between these groups; ii) 

assessing (high) risk based on association of gene expres-

sion with survival; iii) assessing expression of a gene repre-

senting a potential target and to investigate its prognostic 

relevance; and iv) assessing surrogates of biological varia-

bles and their respective prognostic relevance.

Of the first, four proposals have been made to deline-

ate etiologic groups in myeloma: A delineation of myeloma 

in “MGUS” or “myeloma cell line like” groups, in which 

groups do not show a prognostic significance [6], a classi-

fication based on differential gene expression (molecular 

classification), in which only some groups (e.g. “prolifera-

tion”, maf-expression, MMSET overexpression) show dif-

ferent survival [7], a classification based on translocations 

and D-type cyclin expression (TC-classification) without 

prognostic relevance [20, 21], or chromosomal aberrations 

and resulting changes in gene expression (EC-classification) 

with only one group (t(4;14) and FGFR3-expression) show-

ing adverse prognosis [23].

The second strategy comprises the high risk-scores of 

the UAMS (17/70 genes) and the IFM (15 genes) [22, 23] by 

building a score over a set of genes associated with survival. 

Both scores allow delineating a group of patients (13% and 

25%, respectively) with very adverse prognosis in the IFM- 

and TT2-dataset (both not including bortezomib), whereas 

in the TT3-cohort only the UAMS-score remains signifi-

cant in univariate analysis. Thus, the UAMS-score remains 

its prognostic relevance if bortezomib is added to the treat-

ment regimen (TT2 vs. TT3) [22, 23]. In relapsed patients 

treated with bortezomib within the APEX, SUMMIT and 

CREST trial (n=188), both scores significantly delineate 

different outcome, whereas in patients treated with dexa-

methasone within these trials (n=76), only the UAMS score 

significantly delineates a high risk group. For initial treat-

ment of patients using lenalidomide and dexamethasone 

within the E4A03-trail (n=45), both scores significantly 

delineate groups of high risk patients [45].

The third possibility is exemplified by the expression of 

Aurora-kinase A [4]. Presence of aurora-kinase A expres-

sion delineates significantly inferior event-free and overall 

survival in two independent cohorts of patients undergo-

ing HDT, independent from conventional prognostic fac-

tors. Using GEP, aurora kinase inhibitors as a promising 

therapeutic option in myeloma can be tailoredly given to 

patients expressing aurora-kinase A, who in turn have an 

adverse prognosis.

The fourth possibility is exemplified by a GEP-based 

proliferation index (GPI). Proliferation of malignant 

plasma cells, as determined by several methods, has been 

shown to be a strong adverse prognostic factor [46, 47, 48, 

49, 50], independent of clinical prognostic factors, e.g., 

B2M [50] and can likewise be assessed by gene expression 

based proliferation indices [7, 22, 25].

Gene expression profiling, risk and personalized treat-

ment: GEP is feasible in extended clinical routine diag-

nostics. High risk scores, surrogates of proliferation 

(GPI) and upcoming targets (e.g. Aurora-kinase A) allow 

advanced risk stratification and begin to influence treat-

ment. Importantly, GEP-based factors remain prognostic 

in patients treated with novel agents [45].

PRACTICAL CONSIDERATIONS

In our institution, we routinely use bone marrow aspirates 

of 60-80 ml which are purified by autoMACS (Miltenyi 

Biotec). Samples indicated for GEP with purity below 80% 

are subsequently FACSAria-sorted (Becton Dickinson).

iFISH necessitates the identification of plasma cells, 

which can be either performed by cytoplasmatic light chain 

staining (cIg-FISH) or CD138-purification, using beads or 

fluorescence activated cell sorting. In clinical routine and 
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depending on the number of probes investigated, about 

103–5×104 plasma cells are needed despite the theoretical 

amount being lower. iFISH analysis is informative in ~95% 

of cases of therapy requiring myeloma (Table 1).

For GEP, plasma cells need to be purified and about 

5×104–105 plasma cells are needed using e.g. a double 

amplification protocol and Affymetrix U133 2.0 DNA 

microarrays. A purity of at least 80% as investigated by 

flow cytometry (CD138/CD38) is recommended (Table 

1). Although under conditions of a multicenter-trial 

(GMMG-MM5, 237 of 504 patients recruited), about 80% 

of therapy requiring patients can be assessed by GEP.

CONCLUSION

Besides B2M and ISS-stage, molecular diagnostics includ-

ing iFISH and GEP massively add prognostic information 

and begin to influence treatment decisions, and should 

therefore be considered clinical routine at least in every 

newly diagnosed patient requiring treatment, and man-

datory for patients entering clinical trials.
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КРАТАК САДРЖАЈ
Пре жи вља ва ње бо ле сни ка с мул ти плим ми је ло мом је ве о ма 
раз ли чи то: од не ко ли ко ме се ци до ви ше од 15 го ди на. Кли-
нич ки прог но стич ки фак то ри, по себ но β2 ми кро гло бу лин 
(B2M), и ме ђу на род ни си стем гра ди ра ња (енгл. In ter na ti o nal 
Sta ging System – ISS) омо гу ћа ва ју де фи ни са ње гру па раз ли-
чи тог сте пе на ри зи ка, али не и пре по зна ва ње бо ле сни ка код 
ко јих је сте пен ри зи ка нај ве ћи. Ка ко се ма лиг не пла зма-ће-
ли је од ли ку ју ни зом хро мо зом ских абе ра ци ја и раз ли чи тих 
ген ских про ме на, мо ле ку лар на ка рак те ри за ци ја пре чи шће-
них CD138+ ми је лом ских ће ли ја, по мо ћу ин тер фа зне флу о-
ре сцент не хи бри ди за ци је in situ (енгл. in terp ha se flu o re scen ce 
in si tu hybri di za tion – iFISH) и од ре ђи ва ња про фи ла екс пре си-
је ге на (енгл. ge ne ex pres si on pro fi ling – GEP) до при но си од ре-
ђи ва њу прог но стич ког про фи ла ових бо ле сни ка. По сто ја ње 
t(4;14), од но сно де ле ци је 17p13 утвр ђе но при ме ном iFISH до-

ка зан је фак тор не по вољ ног прог но стич ког зна ча ја. Де ле-
ци ја 13q14 се ви ше не сма тра ло шим прог но стич ким па ра ме-
тром. Бо ле сни ци са t(4;14) ве о ма по вољ но ре а гу ју на ле че ње 
бор те зо ми бом или ле на ли до ми дом, док су код бо ле сни ка 
са де ле ци јом 17p13 по треб ни ле че ње ве ли ким до за ма ле ка и 
ду го трај на при ме на бор те зо ми ба, по пут про то ко ла GMMG-
HD4 или то тал не те ра пи је 3. Од ре ђи ва ње GEP омо гу ћа ва де-
фи ни са ње ви со ко ри зич них гру па (IFM, UAMS) и уз прог но-
стич ки зна чај не би о ло шке по ка за те ље про ли фе ра ци је де-
фи ни ше ген ске ме те (нпр. Ауро ра-ки на за А) по тен ци јал ног 
деј ства но вих те ра пиј ских мо да ли те та. Од ре ђи ва њем B2M и 
ISS ско ра iFISH и GEP се сма тра ју оба ве зним ди јаг но стич ким 
ме то да ма у утвр ђи ва њу прог но стич ког про фи ла бо ле сни-
ка с мул ти плим ми је ло мом и да љег те ра пиј ског при сту па.
Кључ не ре чи: мул ти пли ми је лом; прог но стич ки фак то ри; 
FISH; GEP
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